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"Leon, the Energy Nurturing Pills and Pure Energy Pills will be of great help to us, so I won't turn them down. However, I can't

accept the Cleansing Pills. They are far too valuable! Please take them back in case you need them in the future!" Patrick

deadpanned.

Leon was practically a part of their family, and Patrick knew that he had no reason to refuse Leon's gesture of goodwill. Instead,

he thought that the Cleansing Pills would be of best use in Leon's possession.

"It's fine! I've saved up a few Cleansing Pills for my own use! Besides, we are a family. I must save the best for my family! " Leon

said.

"But..." Patrick hesitated.

"Grandpa, just accept them! The Cleansing Pills will only work for young martial artists. I reserved these two pills for Iris's

cousins... As for you and Uncle Damian, I've prepared two Sun Pills instead," Leon said.

Damian had a son and a daughter. Since the Cleansing Pills worked best for younger individuals, he had only prepared two

Cleansing Pills for the Scammells. As Patrick and Damian both trained with Light methods, their strength would be better

enhanced with the Sun Pill.

"Sun Pill?"

"What's that?"

Damian and Patrick were both confused as the Sun Pills were not up for sale in previous sales drives.

"Sun Pills are even more precious than the Cleansing Pills. They help to enhance the strength of martial artists who study Light

methods," Leon explained the effect of the Sun Pill.

"What?! Are you saying that the Sun Pills work even better than the Cleansing Pills?"

"Seriously?!"

Both Patrick and Damian were shaken to the core.

They have both witnessed how powerful the Cleansing Pills were in comparison to the Supreme Pure Energy Pills. Just when

they thought that the Cleansing Pills were the most powerful pills sold by Cynthion Group, Leon surprised them with something

even better.

"It's true! The Sun Pills work far better than the Cleansing Pills in terms of enhancing one's strength! If I'm not mistaken, martial

artists under the Almighty State would definitely break through their current bottleneck in their training with just one Sun Pill. If it's

taken by martial artists in the Emperor or Overlord State, one's power is likely to improve at least two to three levels," Leon

explained while nodding.

The Sun Pills' main effect was to enhance a martial artist's strength and power, whereas the Cleansing Pills were meant to

cleanse the internal circulation of younger individuals to enhance their overall potential for future growth.

Since the Sun Pills were by far the most effective pills that Leon had produced, he only managed to produce twelve pills, making

the Sun Pills far rarer than the Cleansing Pills. Hence, he had never intended on putting the Sun Pills up for sale as he wished to

keep them for his family and friends.
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